
 
The product truth
We are data storytellers through music.
These stories give us content for context in our world.
Through data they can make the connections we cant make ourselves.
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The Ask
How can we humanize the platform to become a greater part of culture?
Spotify has always been the superior knowing source on music through their utilization of data.They are the best at curation and 
people trust them more than anyone to connect them with what’s hot. But how can we also connect them with the people, the 
trends, the causes, and the inspirations that influence artists and their music?

Tension
The Big Picture:
Our culture has an inability to connect 

What it means for Spotify:
Streaming culture has hindered our ability to connect with music in the same way we used to.
How can we counter this by narrowing the distance between artist and fan?

 
The human truth
Challenging what you are comfortable with is part of experiencing music. This is how we get lost in the stories 
and culture surrounding our favorite artists and genres but getting lost can lead you to the greatest discover-
ies.This is how we have the deepest emotional connections to our music?
 

Opportunity
Music is an escape. Music has always reflected what is happening in the world, and told a greater story about 
our society and our culture.There is an entire world behind the music that makes music mean more to us on a 
human level. 

Target
Hard support: active learning exploring musical pioneers
 

Strategy
Make spotify the gateway to get lost in the stories of music. --  How can we blow out the story of music that breaks the barrier 
of mindless streaming that can be beneficial for the artist and the fans. How do we harness the stories of artists and genres to 
help people get lost behind the music, and show how music tells greater stories about what has happened and what is happening 
in the world

Spotify Brief in defining Discovery 



           The act of getting lost is often visualized similar to entering a rabbit hole (Alice in
Wonderland) or even walking through a door/wardrobe (Narnia)

          The lost and found of music; connecting the dots;

         Remember back to when people have random facts and weird stories that you would
think no one would ever know -- we ask, “where/how do you know that?” we want
Spotify to be that hub into the rabbit hole, the platform that people get information
about music culture and in that connecting people with other people and people to
music.

           How can we use data to connect people globally? Can we create a map to allow people
to see who else is simultaneously listening to the same artist or song around the world?
        
            In what ways can we incorporate local music stories? Could it include groups like college
radios, an artist’s hometown fans, or small music venues? (What stories would those
groups have to share that can connect back to artists and/or their fans?)

       Are there are any distinct artist subcultures that could be used as good case examples
for the presentation?

       What are some life moments that people share over music and how can Spotify use that
to tell a story of connection? (Ie: first wedding dance songs, high school sports
“entrance songs,” go-to pump up song)
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Considerations and ThoughtStarters 


